NO HUMPTY DUMPTY HERE!

Wanna bet you can throw a raw egg across the room without breaking it?

THE SETUP
The most difficult part of this trick is to convince a parent to contribute a sheet. It helps if you offer to do the laundry. You won’t have to. Trust us.
Have two friends hold up a sheet like a hammock with the back higher than the front. The upturn on the bottom is to prevent the egg from rolling out after the toss. They should pull against each other to give a fairly taut target. Choose a raw egg that is free of cracks and throw it as hard as you can at the sheet. Stand at any distance. Throw overhand or underhand, with any speed you want. As long as you don’t miss the target, your egg will survive to become an omelet at another time.!

INSIDER INFORMATION
According to Sir Isaac Newton (an “eggspert” in these matters), the force of a collision is determined by the mass of the object and the speed just before it hits.
The sheet acts as a brake for your egg missile. It moves with the egg and stops it gradually. The sheet also protects the egg by spreading the force over a large surface area.
Eggs are stronger than you might think. After all, hens sit on them. The shape of the shell resists breaking when a force is evenly applied to the outside. However, a small force applied to the inside of the shell cracks it wide open. This design is good for baby chicks!